TRIM PHONE

Trimphone rep resents a new luxury in telephones.
Easily handled, the sensibly compact styling is the result
of a completely original design which has received a Design
Centre Award from the Council of Industrial Design.
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UNIQUE DESIGN The
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CARRYING HANDLE The

Trimphone is styled on modern

calling signal. Instead of a

one side of the telephone, it

receiver rest forms a convenient
means of carrying the Trimphone.

clean-cut lines. It is light, elegant,

conventional bell, a tone caller is

enables the user to adjust the

easy to handle and depans from
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handset along the length of the
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immediate location in the dark,

instrument.

< indicates that the volume of

the figures arc illuminated by the

the warbling tone will build up

glow of the dial plate.

from soft to loud over a period.

weight of handset
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Complete weight 2 lbs.
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TRIM PHONE
GREY
COLOURS Three muted colour
combinations have been selected
as

the most pleasing for the

Trimpbone - they are - Grey,
Blue and Green. In each case a
combination of two tones is used
with the handset taking the
darker tone.

'COST An additional rental of

7/- per quarter. If you already
have a telephone a single payment
charge for changing the
instrument may also be payable.

HOW TO GET A TRIMPHONE
Select the colour combination of

your choice from those illustrated
in this leaflet and get in touch
with the Sales Division of your
Telephone Manager's office the address and telephone number
are in the preface of your
directory.
We can help you on any telephone
problem and will be pleased to
disCUH your own particular
needs.

We do our best to supply our c:ustomen
with the telephones they aalt for, but from
time to time� may have to provide
tel@bones which donot ac:c:Ord euctly
witlithe desaiptiom and iUuatrations m
thisledet.

